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While the topic of cybersecurity of corporations and states makes the news almost
daily, another relatively silent, large scale cyberwar rages on.

Billions of households are caught in a perfect storm: the home technology
infrastructure is becoming more complex, most connected devices lack adequate
security, and households lack the expertise to protect themselves.
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MALWARE
Malicious software continues to be one of the main threats to home users, often
playing a role in other attacks like ransomware and technical support scams.

CRYPTO-RANSOMWARE ON THE RISE

CRYPTO-RANSOMWARE
Encrypts the user's files

LOCKERS
Lock the device or

program

MISLEADING
Trick the user

into paying

Ransomware has been around for years, but continues to evolve. Most ransomware
today uses encryption to highjack the user's files, and some targets mobile devices
and even connected home devices like smart TVs.
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                              corporate
and governmental data
breaches resulting in the
loss of personally
identifiable information
in the first half of 2016

974                                              records
exposed, including personal
usernames and passwords,
email addresses, social
security numbers, credit card
numbers and other
confidential information

554M

The first half of 2016 saw
a dramatic increase in
personal information
leaks, leaving millions of
consumers to deal with
the repercussions
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INTERNET OF THINGS

billions

70%
of today's IoT
devices are
vulnerable to
attack. Many
have multiple
vulnerabilites

Consumers continue to drive the demand for connected devices, but manufacturers
struggle to meet security requirements.
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About Hacker Dad™
Modern households can rival many small businesses with the multitude and diversity of
connected devices and software. However, there is a vast gap between organizations and
households when it comes to cybersecurity awareness and preparedness. Hacker Dad™ is
dedicated to raising awareness about the cybersecurity threats and best practices for the
home.  
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